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We study the structure and dynamics of crystals of minimally polydisperse hard spheres at high
pressures. Structurally, they exhibit a power-law scaling in their probability distribution of weak
forces and small interparticle gaps as well as a flat density of vibrational states. Dynamically, they
display anomalous aging beyond a characteristic pressure. Although essentially crystalline, these
solids thus display features reminiscent of the Gardner phase observed in certain amorphous solids.
Because preparing these materials is fast and facile, they are ideal for testing a theory of amorphous
materials. They are also amenable to experimental realizations in commercially-available particulate
systems.

Introduction.– Supercooling a liquid to form a glass
and crunching grains until they jam both lead to solids
that are amorphous. Because the two protocols are far
out of equilibrium, however, their end products need not
have much in common. Twenty years ago, Liu and Nagel
nonetheless postulated the existence of a deep connection
between them [1], and a formal relationship has recently
been uncovered for certain models [2]. At the crux of
the latter lies the Gardner transition [3, 4], which for
a mean-field model of hard spheres is intermediate be-
tween glass formation and jamming [2, 5–7]. At this
transition, the phase space of a mechanically stable glass
basin splits into an intricate and hierarchical arrange-
ment of marginally stable sub-basins; jamming occurs
deep within this marginal phase. Remarkably, mean-
field theory (MFT) further predicts materials features
that are robustly universal down to dimension d = 2 [2].
For instance, amorphous packings of hard spheres ex-
hibit distinctive power-law distributed small interparti-
cle gaps and weak contact forces with exponents that
are numerically consistent with MFT [2, 8–12]. A simi-
larly stunning agreement is observed for the distribution
of vibrational excitations at and around these jammed
configurations [13–16].

While the description of crystalline solids has long been
well established and that of amorphous solids is under in-
creasingly strong theoretical control, a large conceptual
gap persists in between these two materials poles. Var-
ious proposals to reconcile them have recently emerged.
Goodrich et al. found that athermal crystals with dis-
crete disorder, such as vacancies and interstitials, display
structural and rheological properties similar to those of
amorphous solids [17]. Such crystals also undergo a rela-
tively sharp amorphization transition as the particle size
dispersity (polydispersity) increases [18, 19]. For jammed
packings specifically, Tong et al. proposed that a disor-
dered crystal phase underlies distinct scaling exponents
for certain rheological quantities, such as the ratio of the
shear to bulk modulus [19]. The microscopic origin of
these anomalies in slightly disordered crystals, however,
remains far from understood.

In this Letter, we investigate the relevance of the Gard-
ner phenomenology in crystals of weakly polydisperse
particles. Disorder is introduced continuously in other-
wise perfect crystals of hard spheres by scaling the parti-
cle radii by a factor drawn from a log-normal distribution
of unit mean and standard deviation s [20]. The chosen
crystal symmetry, HS1 [21] ([22, Sect. II]), contains no
particle with coplanar neighbors, hence the role of low-
energy buckling excitations is minimal [12]. We study
both the relaxation dynamics of finite-pressure crystals
and the structure of infinite-pressure jammed packings.
Remarkably, even though these solids look essentially
crystalline (Fig. 1), we find their structure and dynamics
to be as rich as that of amorphous solids.

Glassy Dynamics.– We probe the dynamics of 300−400
copies of systems with N = 2000 particles initialized near
the melting density of the HS1 lattice and annealed fol-
lowing a standard protocol [6]. First, we run isothermal-
isobaric, constant NPT , Monte Carlo (MC) simulations
using a relatively high pressure quench, until a target
packing fraction, ϕ, is reached. Isothermal-isochoric,
constant NV T , Monte Carlo simulations are then run
using only local particle displacements ([22, Sect. IIIA]).

The roughness of the caging landscape is ascertained
by the long-time behavior of the mean-squared displace-
ment of the particle positions, ~r,

∆(t, tw) =
1

N

N∑
i=1

〈
|~ri(t+ tw)− ~ri(tw)|2

〉
, (1)

where tw is the time (measured in sweeps of N MC steps)
after reaching a target ϕ. For a simple, mechanically sta-
ble thermal solid, ∆(t, tw) is expected to plateau quickly
because all particles can efficiently sample their local
cage. For a marginally stable solid, by contrast, ∆(t, tw)
is expected to exhibit significant aging, a reflection of the
difficulty of sampling the complex caging landscape asso-
ciated with this regime [6]. In the latter case, the long-
time limit of ∆(t, tw) is computationally out of reach.
We thus also compute the distance between two system
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FIG. 1. (a) Jammed HS1 packings with s = 0.0, 0.01 and
0.03, from left to right. Color encodes the particle diame-
ter, σi. Even the most disordered system appears crystalline.
The unit cell of a perfect HS1 crystal comprises four larger
particles and twelve smaller particles, which for a diameter
ratio of 1 : 0.5147 achieves close packing, ϕcp = 0.7573. (b)
Schematic of a Gardner-like scenario for polydisperse crystals.
While a monodisperse packing has but one well-separated
densest packing, the number of nearby optima in a polydis-
perse system can be large. Beyond a threshold pressure, PG,
constraints on that optimum start to lock in. A particle (out-
lined in black) is free to collide with all its nearest neighbors
at low pressures, but is forced to have one or another set of
contacts (green stars) as pressure increases beyond PG.

copies, A and B,

∆AB =
1

N

N∑
i=1

〈
|~rAi (t)− ~rBi (t)|2

〉
,∀t (2)

with the same ϕ and quenched disorder, but evolved from
different stochastic trajectories, hence ∆AB = ∆(t →
∞, tw).

Figure 2a shows that aging, which is undetectable at
low pressures, first appears and then becomes increas-
ingly notable as pressure increases. The early plateau of
∆(t, tw) correspondingly splits from ∆AB (Fig. 2b [22,
Sect. IIIA]). As in Ref. 6, the skewness, ΓAB , of the dis-
tribution of ∆AB for different initial configurations also
peaks in that regime, which provides a clear definition of
ϕG (Fig. 2c). Both of these effects are akin to the anoma-
lous phenomenology observed in glassy hard spheres at

high pressure [6]. Remarkably, as s decreases, the on-
set of aging and ϕG, are both pushed to increasingly
larger pressures (Fig. 2d), while the equation of state
is barely affected ([22, Sect. IIIA]). Microscopically, the
Gardner-like regime appears when the typical interparti-
cle spacing, which scales as 1/P , becomes comparable to
the polydispersity, i.e., PG ∼ 1/s (Fig. 2d). The anoma-
lous regime thus only disappears for a perfect crystal,
i.e., for s → 0. This effect is reminiscent of the Gardner
regime of hard-sphere glasses, which is also expected to
essentially vanish in the ideal limit [2]. Although the sys-
tems considered here are too small to determine whether
a true thermodynamic transition takes place, our obser-
vations are fully consistent with the Gardner regime that
has been observed in hard sphere glasses.
Isostatic Mechanical Equilibrium.– Having established

that polydisperse hard sphere crystals display anoma-
lous features at high but still finite pressure, we compare
their micro-structures at infinite pressure (jamming) with
those of amorphous jammed configurations. Jammed
packings of N = 432 polydisperse soft spheres in HS1
symmetry are obtained by minimizing the energy of
466−736 realizations for each s [11, 25] ([22, Sect. IIIB]).
The final configurations therefore coincide with the in-
herent structures of the polydisperse hard sphere crys-
tals. Just like amorphous jammed packings, these near-
crystalline configurations contain but a small fraction of
rattling particles and are perfectly isostatic. The inter-
particle forces, f , can thus be determined directly from
the contact vectors [12].

Like their amorphous counterparts, our packings have
power-law distributed small forces with different scaling
exponent for contacts that give rise to localized excita-
tions when opened and those associated with extended
excitations [9, 10, 12] [22, Sect. IIIB], i.e.,

PDFe(f) ∼ fθe and PDF`(f) ∼ fθ` , (3)

respectively. Figures 3a and 3b reveal that the force scal-
ing exponents are in good agreement with the MFT pre-
dictions, θMFT

e = 0.42311 and θMFT
` = 0.17462. The dis-

tribution of interparticle gaps, h =
rij

(σi+σj)/2
−1, which is

complementary to that of the forces [9–11], also displays
a power-law tail

PDFh(h) ∼ h−γ , (4)

(Fig. 3c). The observed exponent, however, is visibly
smaller than the MFT prediction, γMFT = 0.41269, for
all s considered.

The theory of marginally stable packings provides in-
equalities for these exponents [9, 10, 26], γ ≥ 1/(2 + θe)
and γ ≥ (1− θ`)/2, which were found to be saturated in
amorphous solids [2, 12]. Here, because the force scaling
exponents are in good agreement with the MFT predic-
tions while γ is markedly smaller, both inequalities are
clearly violated. This result is perplexing, because the
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FIG. 2. (a) ∆(t, 0) (squares) and ∆AB(t) ≡ ∆(∞, 0) (lines) for HS1 crystals with s = 0.02. As ϕ increases (from top to bottom)
the behavior of ∆(t, 0) crosses over from having a well-defined long-time plateau to displaying logarithmic aging at ϕG ≈ 0.72.
(b) Evolution of ∆AB and (early) plateau values of ∆(t, tw) with pressure for s = 0.01 (blue), 0.02 (red) and 0.03 (green).
(c) The skewness, ΓAB , of the distributions of ∆AB for each polydispersity peaks, which defines ϕG (vertical lines) in (b) and
(c). (d) The pressure, PG, corresponding to ϕG increases with decreasing polydispersity. The red line is a fit to an inverse
relationship, which suggests that the anomalous regime only vanishes for s → 0, where PG → ∞. For reference, in previous
works (with uniformly distributed polydispersity), equilibrium polydisperse FCC crystals become unstable to fractionation
around s ∼ 0.08 [23, 24], and the athermal amorphization transition occurs around s ∼ 0.11 [19].

treatment of Refs. [9, 10, 26] is seemingly independent of
the degree of disorder. A possible resolution of this co-
nundrum is that the gap distribution might inadvertently
blend two distinct microscopic processes and thus an ef-
fective exponent could hide the proper γ. Were that to
be the case, orders of magnitude increase in numerical ac-
curacy might be needed to resolve the proper small-gap
behavior. From a theoretical standpoint, however, the
origin of such putative microscopic distinction remains
elusive.

Harmonic excitations.– As a further test of the sim-
ilarity between polydisperse crystals and amorphous
solids, we consider the low-energy excitations around the
jammed minima [14, 16]. The eigenvalues λk and eigen-
vectors {~ui}k of the Hessian computed from the contact
vectors provide the harmonic frequencies, ωk =

√
λk, and

normal modes, respectively. As in amorphous solids, we
find the spectra of vibrational states to be flat at low fre-
quencies (Fig. 3d), and the spatial extent of the normal
modes to be nontrivial (Fig. 3d, inset). The eigenmodes,
{~ui(ωk)}k, at a given ωk indeed have an inverse partici-
pation ratio (IPR)

Y (ω) =

∑N
i |~ui(ω)|4

[
∑N
i |~ui(ω)|2]2

, (5)

consistent with them being mostly delocalized at in-
termediate frequencies with some degree of quasi-
localization at low frequencies [18, 27–29] ([22,
Sect. IIIB]). Remarkably, the high-frequency localized
peaks of the crystal structure are also preserved. A simi-
lar normal mode distribution was observed in slightly dis-
ordered FCC packings[30], thus connoting that the den-
sity of vibrational states is likely universal in marginally
stable packings.

Conclusion.– Our work provides evidence that mi-

nuscule amounts of disorder are sufficient to blend the
physics of crystals with that of amorphous solids. Per-
fect crystals are therefore singular. Because relating mi-
croscopic features with macroscopic rheology is still un-
solved, it is unclear whether our findings relate with those
of the universality class proposed in Ref. 19, but this hy-
pothesis deserves further consideration. The apparent
violation of the stability bounds for marginal solids ob-
served in these systems should also motivate additional
study.

The many structural and dynamical similitudes be-
tween crystals of polydisperse spheres and amorphous
solids suggest that the former could be used to better un-
derstand the latter. The simplicity and stability of poly-
disperse crystals make them ideal for exploring the MFT
Gardner transition scenario. Resolving whether a ther-
modynamic transition exists in finite-dimension [31–35]
and for what interaction types [36], in particular, are of
acute interest. In practice, commercially manufactured
colloids and ball bearings have nominal polydispersities
on the order of or larger than what we study here. Such
easily accessible experimental systems could thus also be
investigated to expand our understanding of rigidity in
the entire spectrum from perfect order to maximal dis-
order [37].
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FIG. 3. Cumulative distribution function, CDF(x) =
∫ x

0
PDF(x′)dx′, of contact forces between pairs of particles associated

with (a) extended floppy modes and (b) localized floppy modes for s = 0.01 (blue squares), 0.02 (red triangles) and 0.03
(green circles). (c) CDF for small interparticle gaps in the same systems. MFT predictions for the power-law exponents,
1 + θMFT

e = 1.42311, 1 + θMFT
` = 1.17462 and 1− γMFT = 1− 0.41269, are given as black solid lines. While close agreement in

observed in (a) and (b), a significant discrepancy is seen in (c). (d) The probability distribution of the frequency of harmonic
vibrations has a spectrum identical to that of a disordered jammed packing for all polydispersities, while a standard Debye
scaling would have ∼ ωd−1. (inset) Evolution of the average IPR with frequency. Low-frequency modes tend to be quasi-
localized, as are those of fully amorphous solids. By contrast, at high frequency both the spectra and the IPR display crystal
peaks.
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SUPPLEMENTARY MATERIAL FOR:
GARDNER PHASE IN MINIMALLY

POLYDISPERSE CRYSTALLINE SYSTEMS

This Supplementary Material details the crystal struc-
ture and the choice of polydispersity as well as the ther-
mal hard sphere simulation and athermal soft spheres
energy minimization schemes.

POLYDISPERSE CRYSTAL

The binary crystal studied in this work is based on
the Hudson Structure One (HS1) [21], whose unit cell
contains four larger particles and 12 smaller particles.
It has orthorhombic periodicity with dimensions a : b :
c = 1 : 1.4980 : 2.6014 and for a ratio of smaller to larger
particle diameter σS/σL

.
= 0.5147 the HS1 crystal attains

close packing with ϕcp
.
= 0.7573.

In order to introduce polydispersity in this crystal, the
particle diameter (σL or σS) of each particle is rescaled

σi = σL/S ×R,
where R is a log-normal distributed random variable with
unit mean and standard deviation s. This choice of dis-
tribution is fairly generic and avoids the generation of
negative diameters.

SIMULATION METHODS

Gardner Phenomenology

Simulations are initialized from a perfectly ordered
HS1 binary crystal with a lattice spacing just large
enough for the overlaps resulting from the instance of
polydispersity to be eliminated. Isothermal-isobaric, con-
stant NPT , Monte Carlo (MC) simulations are then run
to reach a target ϕ. Pressure P is kept constant by stan-
dard logarithmically-sampled volume moves. Because
the initial configurations are well-ordered, conventional
MC moves with a ratio between particle moves and vol-
ume moves being N : 10 (N being the number of parti-
cles) suffice to efficiently compress the system. Once the
target density is reached, constant NV T simulations are
performed using a local Metropolis dynamics. Step sizes
of the different MC moves are tuned to ensure that the
acceptance ratio stays between 40% and 50%.

Mean-Squared Displacement

A standard order parameter for glassiness is the
plateau height of the mean-squared displacement of par-
ticles,

∆(t, tw) =
1

N

N∑
i=1

〈
|~ri(t+ tw)− ~ri(tw)|2

〉
,

where tw is the waiting time after the target pressure
or density is reached and ~ri is the position of particle i.
We measure the early plateau height of ∆(t, tw = 0) for
different ϕ. For ϕ <∼ ϕG, the early plateau height can
be easily estimated because the ∆(t, 0) quickly reaches a
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well-defined constant. For ϕ <∼ ϕG, however, a logarith-
mic aging ∆(t, 0) ∼ ln(t) quickly develops. In order to
estimate the early plateau height, we fit the MSD beyond
the transient with ln[∆(t, 0)] = Q ln(t) + R. The early
∆(t, 0) is taken to be the intercept of this fit at t = 1,
i.e., ∆(t = 1, 0) = R. Note that this procedure general-
izes naturally to systems with a well-defined plateau.

The long-time limit of ∆(t, tw) quickly becomes com-
putationally unattainable once ϕ >∼ ϕG. To more clearly
reveal the effect of aging, we obtain the equilibrium
∆(t→∞, tw →∞) from the distance ∆AB between two
different copies, A and B, with the same ϕ and particle
polydispersity, compressed from the same initial config-
uration, but using a different stochastic trajectory

∆AB(t) =
1

N

N∑
i=1

〈
|~rAi (t)− ~rBi (t)|2

〉
.

Note that ∆AB(t) is calculated after aligning the centers
of mass of the two copies. A few hundred realizations of
disorder are used in the averaging for both ∆(t, tw) and
∆AB .

Introducing polydispersity changes particle sizes non-
uniformly, and thus a finite-size system cannot reach its
densest packing while maintaining the original aspect ra-
tio of the simulation box. Even though the s considered
here and the resulting cell anisotropy are very small, we
employ anisotropic volume moves to compute ∆(t, tw).
For ∆AB(t), however, only isotropic volume moves are
used to ensure that independent system copies have the
same dimensions.

Equation of State

The system pressure is calculated from the virial equa-
tion of state (EoS). In general, for a polydisperse system,
this would require calculating of N(N−1)/2 distinct pair
distribution functions. For hard interactions, however, a
rescaling reduces the relationship to a single distribution
function. Defining the rescaled quantities:

r̄ij =
rij
σij

ūij =

{
∞, r̄ij < 1
0, r̄ij ≥ 1

f̄ij = −∇ūij

where rij = |~ri − ~rj |, σij = (σi + σj)/2 is the distance
between particles i and j and σi is the diameter of particle
i, we can indeed rewrite the virial as

βP = ρ+
β

3V

〈∑
i<j

fij · ~rij

〉

= ρ+
β

3V

∑
i<j

〈fij · ~rij〉

= ρ+
βρ2

3

1

N(N − 1)

∑
i<j

∫
fij · ~rijg(~rij)d~rij

= ρ+
4βπρ2

3

1

N(N − 1)

∑
i<j

σ3
ij

∫
f̄ij r̄

3
ij ḡ(r̄ij)dr̄ij

= ρ+
4βπρ2kBT

3
ḡ(1+)

∑
i<j

σ3
ij

N(N − 1)
,

where ḡ(r̄) is a uniform rescaled pair distribution function
and the contact value ḡ(1+) is extrapolated from the first
few non-zero values of ḡ(r̄) using a quadratic fit. Note
that the above expression reduces to the monodisperse
case when σi = σj = σ, ∀i, j.

Once a target ϕ is reached, 2× 105 MC cycles are first
run to equilibrate the system. The distribution function
ḡ(r̄) is then sampled every 100 MC cycles, and ḡ(1+) is
updated after each sampling. Except for the few largest
ϕ, P quickly converges to its equilibrium value. For the
few largest ϕ, the last recorded (out-of-equilibrium) value
of P is reported.

Pressure diverges at a finite packing fraction as can be
seen in (Figure S1). Towards infinite pressure the sys-
tem indeed appears to be asymptoting to its jamming
behavior at ϕJ . A collapse is thus obtained after rescal-
ing the packing fraction with the distance to jamming
(Figure S1, right panel).
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FIG. S1. The equation of state (left panel) for different
polydispersities (from left to right), s = 0.03 (green), s = 0.02
(red), s = 0.01 (blue), s = 0 (purple). (right panel) Collapse
of the EoS after rescaling with the jamming packing fraction
ϕJ.

Inherent Structures

Athermal Energy Minimization Method

We prepare HS1 packings of harmonic soft spheres at
jamming, starting from a packing fraction well above
the crystal density, and then successively minimize the
energy and shrink the particles until overlaps between
spheres have all vanished. The preparation scheme fol-
lows that of Refs. 12 and 16 with initial packing frac-
tion ϕi = 0.8 and convergence criterion that the packing
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(with rattlers removed) reaches isostatic equilibrium with
Nc = (N − 1)d+ 1 contacts, as is expected for a system
under periodic boundary conditions [12].

Force Network Calculation

Interparticle forces in isostatic packings can be
uniquely determined from the contact vectors (see e.g.,
Ref. 12). Before calculating the forces, we remove all
rattlers, which are particles that with fewer than d + 1
contacts or with contacts that are co-hemispheric.

Extended and Localized Floppy Modes

In order to determine whether a contact is associated
with an extended or a localized floppy mode, we follow
the scheme described in Ref. 12 to extract the particle
displacements in response to opening a contact.

More specifically, we solve for

Hδ~r(τ) = ST~τ

where S is the contact matrix, H = STS is the Hessian
of the packing and ~τ = δτ,<kl> is a vector containing a
unit entry at contact τ with all other contacts < kl >
zeroed. The solution of this equation gives the particle
displacements, δ~r(τ), associated with opening contact τ .

A singular value decomposition of a non-square matrix
can generally be expressed as S = UΣV T , where Σ is
the rectangular diagonal matrix with the singular values
(non-negative real numbers) in its diagonal, and U and
V are the square matrices of the left-singular and right-
singular eigenvectors. We can invert H by using only the
non-zero singular values and the corresponding left and
right eigenvectors of the contact matrix ST . We then
obtain

δ~r(τ) = V Σ−1UT~τ ,

which can be solved iteratively for each τ . The floppy
modes fall naturally into two categories according to the
relative value of their median, Vmedian = median{δri},
to their mean, Vmean = mean{δri}, displacements. Ex-
tended and localized modes are characterized by high and
low ratios of Vmedian/Vmean respectively with a split nat-
urally occurring between them at Vmedian/Vmean = 0.1.

Gap Distribution

The gap between pairs of particles, h = rij/σij − 1,
is computed neglecting rattlers and pairs or particles al-
ready in contact.

Vibrational States

The vibrational states of the packing are obtained from
the Hessian, which is computed as in Ref. [16]. We diag-
onalize H to compute its eigenvalues λk, and thus the vi-
brational frequencies, ωk =

√
λk, of the normal modes of

the configuration. The inverse participation ratio (IPR)
of the associated eigenvectors, {~ui(ωk)}k, provides a mea-
sure of the spatial extent of the normal modes. Note that
because we are only interested in the spectrum of the me-
chanically rigid portion of the packing modes associated
with rattlers are removed from the analysis.
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